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The main lines of the Chicago Great Western Railway, or

“ Maple Leaf Route,” consist of three arms converging at

Oelwein, Ia . , and having their other extremities at Chicago,

Kansas City and Minneapolis and Saint Paul . As the general

directions of these lines meet at angles of about 120 degrees,

they form fairly direct connection between the various ter

mini , and with a minimum length of road to accomplish this

result. In addition to these three arms there are several

branches, one of which runs southerly from Hayfield , Minn . ,

on the St. Paul-Minneapolis line, to Manly, Ia .; and an

other runs westerly from Sumner, Ia . (near the junction of

the three arms) , to Hampton, Ia .

Prior to 1901 the Mason City & Ft. Dodge Railroad was

an independent road between these two Iowa cities , but the

management of the Chicago Great Western Railway, desiring

to gain an entrance for their road into Oma ha and Sioux City,

importance on these lines it became necessary to cross the

valley by a viaduct. In addition to the problems attendant

upon the crossing of the river and valley, two railroads and

five highways are crossed. The Minneapolis & St. Louis

Railroad has a freight yard at this point, to avoid which

would have increased the length of the line and of viaduct.

These conditions led to the adoption of a design with 14 rec

tangular towers of 38 feet and 15 suspended spans of 75 feet

and one of 38 feet, with four truss spans of 219 feet 4 inches

across the Des Moines River and the lands of the Minneapolis

& St. Louis Railroad. The total length of viaduct is 2,582

feet.

A great variety of soils was encountered, the excavation

for a single pedestal disclosing, under the thick layer of rich

loam which puts Iowa in the front rank as a corn-producing

State, fine sand, gypsum , coal and peat, marl , soapstone, ver

million , iron pyrites , “ sandrock " (a flake of which was 2 feet

thick at one corner and extended half-way across the pit,
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purchased the road and prepared to build connections between

it and the above -mentioned branches of their own road . The

line from Mason City to Manly is now built and in operation,

completing the connection of Fort Dodge with Saint Paul

and Minneapolis ; and the line from Clarion to Hampton is

almost finished, giving a nearly direct line from Fort Dodge

to Chicago .

Lines are also projected from Fort Dodge to Omaha and

to Sioux City, and the former is now being constructed . At

present it is completed to a point a few miles southwest of

Manning, Ia . All of the new lines are so planned as to give

maximum grades of 0.5 per cent against east and north

bound traffic , and 0.7 per cent grades against west and south

bound traffic, these grades being compensated for curves at

0.04 per cent per degree. The old line of the Mason City &

Ft. Dodge is also being rebuilt to give the same maximum

grades, and the line is in other respects being put into a

corresponding degree of excellence and fitness for econom

ically handling heavy traffic. When completed these lines

will be the shortest routes between Omaha and Sioux City

and Chicago and Saint Paul.

Where the Omaha and Sioux City extensions cross the

Des Moines River at Fort Dodge the surface of the prairie

is about 160 feet above the river, the river valley in this

vicinity having a width of about 7,000 feet between the edges

of the prairie. As grades and distance are elements of great

ne

running out to a thin edge) , several varieties of clay , and

finally giving a foundation upon slate at a depth of 15 feet

below the surface . These different materials were not found

in regular strata , but were mixed up as if they had been

stirred together, and showed a variety of coloring that might

compete with the rainbow .

Numerous tests were made to determine the supporting

power of the different soils . The surface of the soil to be

tested was carefully leveled to receive an iron plate 12 inches

square, on which was placed a 10-inch ring, 4 inches high ,

carefully centered . On this was laid a flat casting 27 inches

square by 212 inches thick , having a circular knob at the

center of the under side just fitting inside the ring. Upon

this large casting was placed the load of pig iron, care being

taken to keep the center of gravity , as nearly as could be

judged by observation , over the center of the base plate. The

better to keep the load properly centered, plumb lines were

marked on the walls of the pit, so that the planes they rep

resented should intersect nearly at right angles over the center

of the base plate. All this material was found on hand in a

foundry near the bridge site , but could hardly have been im

proved upon had it been made to order. Before applying the

load two stakes were set on opposite sides of the proposed

test pile, with their tops at exactly the same level . These

stakes were set far enough away so as not to be covered by

the pile, but close enough so that an ordinary carpenter's level
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three courses of dimension stone masonry laid to 34 -inch

joints. Below this the masonry is of cyclopean rubble (10 to

150 cubic feet in single stones) , resting on a concrete founda

tion. Pedestals have cap stones 5 feet square by 1 foot 6

inches thick , of a single stone, laid on two courses 7 feet and

9 feet square , respectively, by 2 feet thick . Below this is con

crete which , above the grounr surface and within about 4 feet

below it, is faced with paving stone in 6-inch courses, laid with

alternate headers and stretchers . As the high -water mark is 19

feet above normal water level , and as such a freshet widens

the flow from about 200 to 700 feet, there are eight pedestals,

rising 12 to 15 feet above the ground, faced in this way. All

the concrete above the ground level was laid with a general

line of face battered 4 inches per foot. Where concrete was

built in frames without paving -block facing, a skin coat was

made by running a spade down next the frame as each course

was laid and working it back and forth, so as to crowd the

large stone away from the face and leave the richer mortar

next to the frame. The lower portion of the excavation was

always filled with concrete, rammed well against the walls

of the pit , the area of base being made ample to sustain the

weight of the masonry and the loads above it, as best the

supporting power of the soil could be judged .

All the stone masonry ( including the paving block facing

concrete ) is of Kettle River stone, which is a quartzite. In
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would readily reach

the adjacent

of the base

plate. The elevation

of the tops of the

stakes

fully determined ,

so that they might

be replaced in case

of accident. Favors

done by the “ small

boy” of the neigh

borhood proved the

wisdom of this pre

caution . As soon as

the base plate was

set the height of

each corner was

compared , by a car

penter's level with

sensitive bubble ,

with the tops of

the stakes and note

taken . A part of the

load was then ap

plied and levels

again taken . After

a day's or a night's

rest new levels

were taken , and, if

it seemed best ,

more load

added . Tests were

made on soils both

dry and wet, and

were continued for

such length of time

and with such

weights as to give a

pretty good idea of

the supporting

value of the soils .

The above-men

tioned “ small boy” .

assisted in

showing the effect

of churning the

load on a saturated

clay .

The abutments at

the ends of the via

duct are piers with

out wing walls ,

with the slope of

the bank running

around in front .

Next to the tracks

of the railroads

crossed are piers

carried 10 feet

above the rails,

and at the river

banks are piers car

ried 18 inches

above the highest

known freshet

level (or 20 feet 6

inches above the

ordinary water

level) . At all other

towers individual

pedestals are built

for each leg of the

bents. The piers

have at the top
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this stone the later deposit of quartz which cements the orig

inal sand together does not entirely fill the voids, but in the

judgment of the engineer is far superior for bridge work to

the magnesian limestones and the soft sandstones found in

Iowa . There is some harder limestone found, but generally in

such thin layers as to be unsatisfactory for stone masonry ,

though excellent for concrete . On the other hand, Kettle

River stone is much less expensive at this place than granite

or the so - called “ jasper" found in the northwest corner of

the State .

The concrete used was mixed in the proportion of 1 : 2 : 6,

except that a little extra sand was used if necessary , in order

to completely fill the voids when the broken stone was run

ning coarse and uniform . The broken stone used is a hard

limestone from Mason City, “ crusher -run , " but specified to

have not less than 75 per cent of such size as to pass a 2 - inch

ring. The Omega brand of Portland cement was used, and

was found to be a very slow-setting cement, requiring 444 to 7

hours before a pat would support the first Gilmore needle .

As most of this work was done in coid and very changeable

weather (several times fluctuating over 60 degrees in a day) .

the engineer would have preferred to have it set a little more

rapidly . When the temperature was below freezing, or ex

pected to be before the concrete would be protected from the

.weather , salt was used in the concrete or mortar in the pro

portion of one pound for 18 gallons of water at the freezing

point, and an additional ounce of salt for each degree, Fahr.,

below this point of present or prospective temperature.

Spawls were sometimes thrown into the concrete of foundi.
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fort

tions, and the amount of broken stone reduced to assure suffi

cient mortar to completely cover all surfaces of the stone.

The use of these spawls was limited in quantity and position,

so that there should be no tendency to cleavage if the mortar

should not perfectly adhere to the spawls. Whenever the

concrete was left until it had wholly or partially set , the sur

face was scabbled and dampened and a layer of mortar put

on before the next course of concrete was laid . If above or

sist of two 2 -inch rods, upset at the screw ends 242 inches,

passing down between two 12-inch channels 6 feet long, laid

at 90 degrees with the center line of viaduct and set close to

the rods. The bottoms of the rods have 44 -inch square heads

and are supplied with washers made of short pieces of chan

nels laid parallel with the viaduct and with flanges turned

down. On top of the 6 -foot channels are four 8 - inch I -beams,
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CHICAGO GREAT WESTERN-CONCRETE PLANT . CHICAGO GREAT WESTERN CONCRETE PLANT.

near the level of bottom of anchors, or where the mass did

not wholly fill the excavation, stones were set partly in the

old and partly in the new concrete, to serve as dowels to tie

two parts together. In cold weather both the sand and water

used in making mortar and concrete were warmed sufficiently

to prevent freezing when the mortar came in contact with the

cold stone . Care was taken not to get either sand or water

so hot as to cause too rapid setting .

Concrete was allowed to set five days or more (according

laid parallel to the viaduct, giving ample spread and strength,

and are thoroughly imbedded in the masonry to such a depth

as to give ample weight to resist the maximum uplift .

In order more conveniently and economically to handle

the work, spur tracks were put in , connecting with the Minne.

apolis & St. Louis Railroad, one curving to the east and paral

leling the viaduct, and the other on the west running nearly

parallel to the Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad . Other in

dependent tracks ran from the latter at the trestle where

the or
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to the weather) before stone was allowed on it ; then the sur

faces scabbled and dampened (and if any concrete had been

“ killed " by freezing it was removed) and the stone set in a

bed of mortar.

In all pedestals and piers supporting steel towers anchors

were set in the masonry, although in some cases the maximum

wind pressure and longitudinal thrust, according to the form

ulas generally used, could give no uplift. These anchors con

broken stone was dumped from ballast cars, and from the

point where large stones were unloaded by derrick to a

switch at the river bank and thence across the river to a

dumping trestle, near which a concrete mixing plant was in .

stalled . All the concrete for use between this point and the

top of the hill was mixed by this plant, loaded into buckets,

placed on a car and bauled up the hill by a stationary engine

near the upper end of the delivery track. Another engine and
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derrick unloaded the car and delivered the concrete into the

pit. This method of working required three engines (besides

the mixer engine) and two derricks, but experience proved its

economy, for the capacity of the mixer proved to be the lim

iting factor, even when the concrete was deposited at the top

of the hill , and yet every man and machine was required to do

the utmost to prevent blocking the work . In one day of 1042

hours about 140 cubic yards were placed at the top of the hill .

This result could not have been accomplished until after

considerable experience, during which every man had learned

just what was expected of him and how to do it quickly .

On the flats the concrete was delivered from the mixers

by wheelbarrows, which was a slower method , but saved the

use of engine and derrick . As these foundations were not

deep, and so required a comparatively small quantity of ma

terial , this method proved more economical here.

On the east side hill the first two piers were so situated

that the concrete could be delivered by a trough directly from

the mixer into the pits. Had there been sufficient quantity

of this work to warrant the organization of the force as well

as was done for the work on the west hill, undoubtedly an

duct and unloaded beside and between the tracks for a

quarter of a mile east of the end of the viaduct. From this

point material was taken as required , the erection beginning

at the east end, using for a traveler a large derrick car run.

ning on a track with rails 10 feet, center to center. Another

derrick car on standard - gauge track serves as a tender for

the traveler, bringing it material from the storage yards.

The first bent was bolted together on shore, carried for

ward and lowered into place by the traveler and guyed. The

girders of the first span were then placed upon it and the

deck added. The traveler then moved out upon this span

and erected the second bent and placed the second span of

girders ; and so on , proceeding until the truss spans were

reached . Wherever a bent was not so high as to require

splicing the posts, the bent was bolted together with its brac

ing upon the ground , and then raised into place by the trav

eler, a guy being carried forward to hold it , another guy

being run back to the portion of the structure which was

already up.

Where the towers were so high that the posts were

spliced ( if the second bent of a tower) , the bottom section
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CHICAGO GREAT WESTERN --BOONE REVISION .

equal record could have been made for quantity deposited

and at a smaller cost.

The study of the field to prepare for this work was begun

about the middle of July, 1901, and the construction was

begun in October, 1901 , the Bates & Rogers Construction

Company of Chicago being the contractors. The substructure

was completed in May, 1902. This work was done under the

charter of the Mason City & Ft. Dodge Railroad , as is also

all the other construction of new lines above mentioned .

The following description of the erection of the super

structure is from a paper presented on January 22, 1903 , be

fore the Iowa Engineering Society, by Mr. H. C. Keith,

bridge engineer in charge of construction, to whom we are

indebted also for most of the data contained in the fore

going:

The contract for the superstructure was given to the

American Bridge Company in December, 1901 , and the work

was placed in their shops as follows : The 38-foot girders

and towers were made at the Milwaukee shops, the 75-foot

girders at the American shops in Chicago , the truss span's

and truss towers at the Detroit shops , except the eyebars ,

which were made at the Pencoyd plant. The erection of the

superstructure was sublet to the Kelly-Atkinson Construction

Company.

The material was delivered at the east end of the via

of one post was raised and secured to the anchor bolts ; the

first section of the other posts similarly placed, and the brac

ing put in between them ; then the top section of the bent

was bolted together on the ground, lying transversely of

the bridge, arid all but one short section of bracing coupled

up . Then the top section of the bent was raised from above,

turned and put into place, the omitted section of bracing

allowing the post section to spring in enough to make con

nection.

The reach of the boom of the traveler being only 64 feet,

and the long girder spans being 75 feet, the first bent of

each tower had to be erected in a slightly different way.

The lower section was put together with its bracing and

raised and placed upon the masonry, being left at a slight

incline so that the axis of this section of the bent pointed

toward the head of the boom of the traveler. Next, the top

section of the bent was put together in the way previously

described for the bents erected with the 38 -foot reach, and

raised and put into place (still being left on a slant, so that

the line of direction pointed toward the head of the boom

of the traveler, until connection was made with the first sec

tion of the bent) . Then guys drew the bent plumb, holding

it so while the traveler returned to get a girder to place

upon it .

The detail at the top of the post is so planned that the
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center of the bearing for both spans, resting upon the bent,

comes directly over the axis of the bent, there being a lower

lip on the 38-foot girders which form the top part of the

tower, and an upper lip of the suspended span rests upon

the lower lip of the tower girders. Ample support for the

suspended girder spans during the erection was obtained by

extending the cap plates of the posts on transverse angles

stiffened by knee angles outside the body of the posts.

When the last tower for the girder spans was reached .

false work bents were put up to support the last girder span

and allow the traveler to move forward far enough conve

niently to erect the " A " tower supporting the end of the truss

span . These " A " towers made with transverse

batter of two inches to the foot, and so placed as to make

been previously put up and braced , and so on , completing to

the third panel. In this way each truss was erected until

the last full panel point was reached, when the next tower

was raised and braced before the last panel of the truss

was put in place. The same false work was used for all the

truss spans, each bent as wanted being taken from its posi

tion under the completed span , raised at the side of the truss

(guys being carried out on the opposite side from the mast

head to prevent overturning ), and carried forward above the

deck and launched into its new place .

The " A " towers prove a very satisfactory arrangement

for supporting the truss spans because of the reduction in

the uplift, for which provision would have to be made. If

towers were used like those upon the trestle part of the work

were a

CHICAGO GREAT WESTERN -BOONE REVISION .

the posts lie in the same longitudinal plane with those sup

porting the girder spans. Longitudinally, the posts of the

“ A ” towers have a batter of three inches per foot, the apex

being at the bottom pin . Where two truss spans rest upon

the same “ A ” tower, the pins are 3 -feet centers and the

posts are spread that amount more. For erecting the truss

spans, two bents of false work were erected from above

by the traveler and braced, and the end posts and first panel

bottom chord put in place ; then the first section of the top

chord and the first panel vertical for both trusses were

bolted together on the false work and raised and sway brac

ing put in subposts and truss diagonals added .

In order to erect the second sections of the top chord

readily (the splice being just a little toward the end from the

second full panel point), a temporary bent was added upon

the false work to support the top chord and allow the floor

beams and stringers to be put in up to the middle of the

second panel , when a third bent of false work was put out

and the second section of the chord and the third vertical

were bolted together and raised, coupled to that which had

there might be a very considerable longitudinal thrust, due

to trains upon the 220 -foot span with only the dead load upon

the tower to resist the uplift caused thereby. With the " A "

towers as proportioned, whenever the maximum longitudinal

thrust occurs , there is also a live load to help resist it , so

that in no case, according to the usual formulas for longi

tudinal thrust and wind pressure, can there be any uplift

exerted upon the masonry for these towers.

The erection of the steel work began on October 8, 1902,

and on January 22, 1903, the structure was in place as far

as the center of the third truss span , The last girder was

put in place on March 10, and it was planned to run a train

across on March 14 .

In connection with the work between Oelwein and Fort

Dodge there are several interesting pieces of engineering.

One of these is a revision of the line and the construction

of a bridge over Boone River two miles west of Eagle Grove.

The line as originally built by the Mason City & Ft . Dodge

Railway was located with a view to economy in first cost ,

and did not fulfill all the conditions which will be required
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THEWe are indebted to Mr. A. E. Harvey , resident engineer

Chicago Great Western at Fort Dodge , Ia . , for the data con

cerning this work and for the photographs and blue prints

from which the engravings were made.
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January Trade Movements. rest

on that line as a part of the Chicago Great Western when

the extension is completed to Omaha. The revision im

proves the line, as shown in the accompanying engraving ,

and reduces the grade to a .5 per cent eastbound and .7 per

westbound , which are the maximum grades for the western

division of the road .

The length of the revision is 6,136 feet , and the line is

shortened by 203 feet . Curvature is reduced from 109 de

grees 46 minutes to 54 degrees 45 minutes, and the maximum

curvature from 3 degrees 30 minutes to 1 degree 20 minutes.

The grading involved in the revision amounted to 45,800

cubic yards. The change in line made it necessary to con

struct a new bridge 400 feet down stream from the old struc

ture. The old bridge consisted of a deck girder span 88 feet

Trade movements for the month of January, 1903, as

given by the Treasury Bureau of Statistics, indicate continued

prosperity when compared with corresponding movements for

the same month of 1901 and 1902. The live stock movement

at the five most prominent markets of the West may be taken

as an index of the conditions in that section of the country .

For January, 1903, a total of 2,724,409 head of cattle, calves,

hogs and sheep was reported , in contrast with 2,947,631 head

for January, 1902, and 2,789,209 head for January, 1901. A

1

1
1

M

1

CHICAGO GREAT WESTERN - BOONE REVISION .

7 inches long, set on sandstone piers and with trestle ap

proaches. The new bridge will consist of three girder spans

60 feet, 80 feet 7 inches and 90 feet in length, respectively.

For the middle span the old girders will be used, but will

be reinforced by a three-girder under the center line of the

track . The old girders were designed for light engines, and

the addition of a third girder is made necessary in order to

strengthen the bridge for uses of heavier power. The pho

tographs from which the accompanying engravings were made

were taken prior to the placing of the old girders and the re

enforcing girder, which have since been put in position . The

other girders will not be placed until it is necessary to renew

the pile trestles which fill the space between the piers and

the abutments.

The substructure is of concrete, carried down to hårdpan

about 12 feet below the bed of tbe river. This revision is

only one of ten similar pieces of work which the road has in

progress between Oelwein and Fort Dodge in order to obtain

a light grade and curvature to conform to the conditions of

the new extension .

continuous increase has occurred in these three years in the

case of the receipts of cattle , calves and sheep, but a very

marked falling off in the case of hogs. At Chicago, Kansas

City, Omaha, Saint Louis and Saint Joseph, the combined

receipts of cattle in the first month of this year were 632,122

head , compared with 586,611 head in January, 1902, and 552,

616 head in January, 1901. A comparison of the wheat re- .

ceipts at eight winter wheat and spring wheat markets , for

three seasons to the end of January shows that this year the

receipts were considerably in excess of either of the two pre

ceding seasons , the total being 189,661,368 bushels, compared

with 174,483,763 bushels to the end of January, 1902, and

153,014,293 bushels to the end of January, 1901. Trunk -line

shipments of grain of all kinds from Chicago for the first

five weeks of 1903 amounted to 13,387,000 bushels, compared

with 11,673,000 bushels in 1902, and 12,194,000 bushels in

1901. The provision shipments from Chicago are this year

notably in excess of the two preceding years. For the first

tive weeks of 1903 there were shipped 133,935 tons, compared

with 127,948 tons for the corresponding period of 1902, and

104,848 tons for the same weeks of 1901. Receipts of grain

and flour at Boston , New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore

for January , 1903, were 22,217,827 bushels, including flour

reduced to bushels, compare dwith 18,432,409 bushels in Jan

uary , 1902, making an gain of 3,785,418 bushels.


